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Relevance of the International
Prognostic Index in the Rituximab Era
TO THE EDITOR: We read with interest this meta-anaylsis by Ziepert
et al1 involving 1,062 patients with diffuse large B-cell lymphoma accrued
fromthreeprospectivephaseII/IIItrials:MinT(Mab-TheraInternational
Trial), RICOVER-60 (cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and
prednisone plus rituximab [R-CHOP] for patients older than age 60
years), and MegaCHOEP (dose-escalated regimen of cyclophosphamide,
doxorubicin,vincristine,etoposide,andprednisone)trials.2-4 Theauthors
affirms the prognostic relevance of the International Prognostic Index
(IPI) score for all three end points of progression-free survival, event-free
survival,andoverallsurvival.Thus,theyconcludedthatIPIshouldremain
the major tool for risk stratification for patients with diffuse large B-cell
lymphoma in the era of rituximab.
While we agree with Ziepert et al1 that the IPI will remain an important prognostic tool until a new scoring system or novel prognostic markers are validated, we would like to address several issues raised in this
article. Firstly, it should be noted that different chemotherapy regimens
wereusedinthethreetrialsfromwhichdatawascollected.Patientstreated
with MegaCHOEP were given high-dose chemotherapy that was used as
a mobilization regimen for autologous stem-cell transplantation.4 Likewise, it is unclear if the efficacy of R-CHOP14 which was studied in the
RICOVER-60 trial, is similar to R-CHOP21 which was used in approximately 50% of patients in the MinT trial.2,3 Ziepert et al must have believed that these regimens are of different efficacies and thus applied them
todifferentprognosticgroupsasdefinedbytheIPI.5 Prognosticfactorsare
dependent on the efficacy of the regimen used.6,7 However, in this analysis, the patients were combined and analyzed together as though there are
nodifferencesintheefficaciesoftheregimensusedandpriorstratification
unimportant. It would be helpful for Ziepert et al to clarify the statistical
validity of combining patients with different prognostic risks treated with
separate regimens with potentially varying efficacy in the same analysis.
Ziepert et al1 also highlighted that their data set contained an overrepresentation of patients with good risk factors. Conversely, we would
like to point out that there is an under-representation of young high-risk
patients in their data set. Only 55 young patients with two or more risk
factors, out of a total number of 1,062 patients were included in the
analysis. In fact, almost 60% of the patients in the analysis were obtained
from the RICOVER-60 trial. Thus, the findings of this analysis could
potentially be a reflection of the RICOVER-60 trial.
Furthermore, it is conceivable that with the introduction of rituximab, previously identified prognostic factors may no longer be relevant.
Thus, simply adopting an index that comprises of prognostic factors
derived from the prerituximab era may be less applicable. Using the IPI in
this analysis, the authors will not be able to identify any subgroup with an
overall survival less than 59%. In addition, the multivariate analysis reported in this study, only demonstrated four out of the five IPI factors
retained their prognostic relevance. It might be more useful to use these

factors identified in the rituximab era to construct a new prognostic model.
We also retrospectively compared the prognostic factors of 320 patients treated with R-CHOP at our institution from 2000 to 2008. While
factors such as performance status, stage, lactate dehydrogenase level, age,
B symptoms, bone marrow involvement, and more than one extra-nodal
site of involvement were significant prognostic factors on univariate analysis, only performance status and bone marrow involvement remained as
independent prognostic factors on multivariate analysis. In our analysis,
although IPI was still predictive of survival, it could only identify three risk
groupsofpatientsandcouldnolongeridentifypatientswithlessthan60%
chance of survival, consistent with the findings of Ziepert et al1 as well as
with an earlier report by Sehn et al.8
Therefore, rather than relying on the IPI alone, it would be useful
to identify new clinical and molecular factors that can better identify
patients at high risk of treatment failure in the rituximab era. The
relevance of previously identified risk factors should also be individually reconfirmed in the rituximab era so that the prognostic index is
more robust and relevant.
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